Other routes:

1.) Exit front of HSF, take left between HSF and Rehab building, right at E*, and left at UVAF. Walk to the Forestry building, loop around Forestry building and back to HSF. (1.8 miles)

2.) From front of HSF, walk to entrance of research park and take a right onto Fontaine Avenue. Take next right onto gravel road (Stribling Ave.) Follow Stribling under bridge and bear left at fork. Follow this road up hill and around curve until it intersects with JPA extended. Take left onto J PA and then next left onto Fontaine Avenue (this stretch of Fontaine has no sidewalk, so be careful!). The entrance to the research park will be on your left. (2.5 mi.)

3.) For a shorter walk, follow the above trail, but turn around at the bridge and return to HSF. (1.2 mi)

*Note: Building “E” has not been built yet.